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The present study was carried out to delineate and charaberi2e 
groundwater prospect zones during the year 2002 and 1998 uslng PAN and USS 
- III merged data, MSS geocoded data on 1: 50,000 scale. The infwmath on 
geokgy, Pmwhd%w, land use/ land cover, slope were wmted and 
integrated to prepare groundwater prospect map for the area of Malleboinpalli in 
Mahaboob Nagar Disbict. The Information on type of well, depth range, yield 
range, pumping time, well position were supplemented to fcim a good database 
fw khljkation of fworable zone. Geographlcd Inffnmation System was used 
to prepare database on the abow layers and mposlte map. On the basis of 
geomarphology, six categories of groundwater prosped zones : excellent, good, 
nwkmte, m l  to poor, poor, very poor are delineated. The high prospect 
zones v a l e  fWls yield in 2002 >15.8 bgl (m). The pedlpbln wlth moderate 
weathering, Pedipbin with shallow weahring, pediplain, residual hills, 
inselburgs indicate good, moderate, normal to poor, poor, very poor 
groundwater prospect zones. In the study area groundwater lewls are 
dawslng compwed to the during years 1998 and 2002. Recommended the 
some groundwater recharge sbuchrres and also suggest the suitable Jte for 
digglng of wdk. 
CHAPTER -1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Watershed management: 
A watershed is defined as any surface area from which runoff resulting fmm rainfall is 
collected and drained thmugh a commn point. It is synonymws with a drainage basin or 
catchment area. A watershed may be only a few hectares as in small ponds or hundreds of square 
kilometers as in rivers. All watersheds can be divided in to smaller sub-watersheds. As each 
watershed or sub-watershed is an independent hydrological unit, any mcdification of the land used 
in the watershed or subwatershed will reflect on the water as well as sediment yield of the 
watershed. 
The watershed or catchment is the natural hamework for resource development in 
relalon to crop produch system and resource consewabn and u6lizalon. 
A watershed is made up of the natural resources in a basin, espedally water , soil, and 
vegetative factors. Watershed management is the inlegration of technologies within the natural 
boundaries of a drainage area for optimum development of land, water, and plant resources to 
meet the basic needs of people and animals in a sustainable manner. This included land 
improvements, rehabilitation, and other technical works as well as betterment of people. 
lmpmved watenhed management offers many potential benefits for the local 
community, and the larger cross section of society. Proper management of soil and water is 
essential to meet h e  basic needs of human beings for food, fiber, and fuel, and fur l'vestock. 
Rainfall is the main source of water for cmp prcduct~n in rain-fed agriculture. It must be effickmlly 
managed and used for stabiliuing crop production as well as maintaining ecological balance in 
watersheds. 
Watershed management in watersheds indudes 
collection of water in cmp lands to inuease infiltrabn. 
Collection and harvesting of excess rainfall. 
8 Efkient storage of harvested water. 
Water application (lifting and conveyance). 
Optimal utilization of applied water for maximum benefit. 
For increasing crop productivity and sustainability d agriculture in a region, 
conjunctive use of rainfall and groundwater in a watershed is essential. Over exploitation of 
groundwater will adversely affect long-term sustainability of agriculture in the region. Crops that 
give more benefit per unit of irrigation should be grown. Cropping system should be restricted to 
growing seasonal crops with low water requirements. Crops which require perennial imgation and 
large amounts of water such as rice and sugamne should not be cultivated (Singh and Pathak, 
2003). 
Proper management of soil and water is essential to meet the basic needs of human 
beings for food, fiber, and fuel, and for fodder for livestock. Rainfall is the main source of water for 
crop production in rain-fed agriculture. It must be efficiently managed and used for stabilizing w p  
production as well as for maintaining ecological balance in watersheds. Low rainfall areas, dry 
spells within the rainy season may cause fluctuations in crop production. Flooding due to heavy 
downpour may result in water loss with concomitant losses of soil and nutrients. 
Therefore, it is practical to develop integrated water conservation and management 
practices to mitigate drought and to moderate floods. Rainwater can be managed both at fields 
scale (farmer's level) and at watershed scale (community level) to derive maximum benefit. 
lntegrated watershed Management is an appmach to manage the natural resources for 
increasing productivity on sustainable basis in the watersheds lhrough a holistic appmach (Wani e l  
al., 2001). The main objectives of lntegrated watershed management are : 
9 To increase the productivity and income from the dry-lands through introduction of improved 
technologies with respect to different components of watershed program. 
> To improve the collection of runoff through appropriate water harvesting system and enhance 
productivity through increased water use efficiency. 
> To conserve the soil reswrce for achieving the sustained productivity. 
b To generate the employment potential at the village level. 
N To enhance the productivity of community lands through social forestry, pasture 
development for minimizing land degradation. 
1.2. Reason for Selection of Area: 
Malleboinpalli area is economically backward area. This area mainly depends on 
agriculture. Gmundwater and rainwater are main source for irrigation. In this area rainfall is 
decreasing for the last five years and groundwater potential is also decreasing in this area. In view 
of the drought prone, rain-fed agriculture, vageries of the monsoon, even depleting gmundwater 
levels and the plight of the ~ r a l  poor are the reasons for the selection of the study area. 
1.3. Groundwater in General: 
Gmundwater is precious and most widely distributed natural resource of earth. The 
wodd's total water resources are estimated at 1.37~10' m.ha.m (Ragunath,1987). Of these about 
97.2 % is salt water, in oceans and only 2.8 % is available as fresh water at any time on the earth. 
Out of this 2.8 %about 2.2 %is available as surface water and 0.6 % is available as gmundwater. 
Out of this 2.2 % surface water 2.15 % is fresh water in the form of glaciers and icecaps. About 
0.01 % is available in lakes and reservoirs and 0.0001 % in streams, the remaining being in other 
forms. 
Of the gmundwater component of 0.6 % only 0.3 % is extractable economically 
(Ragunath.1987). The average annual gmundwater recharge from rainfall and seepage from 
canals and other imgation system is of the order of 67 m.ha.m. of which only 4 %that is 27 m.ha.m 
is extractable economically. The present utilization of gmundwater is 13 m.ha.m. 
The recurrent failures of monsoon and the depletion of groundwater table created 
severe drought conditions in many parts of the country. In unconsolidated formations, the 
occurrence and movement of groundwater is mostly confined to the zones of material with primary 
porosity. In consolidated and semi m s o l ~ a t e d  formabns it is largely controlled by weathering 
fracturing, jointing, faulting, cracks etc. Since groundwater is a sub surface phenomenon there is a 
need to understand the surfam hydrdogical conditions, lhmugh the surface expressions. 
Aerial photographs are in use for hydm geological mapping for several years, 
subsequent to the advent of space-based Remote Sensing, however, the satellite data are being 
widely employed for deriving groundwater exploration parameten especially through visual 
interpretation techniques. In general satellite image interpretation in conjunction with aerial 
photographs and conventional methods of surveying helps in satellite areas of promising 
occurrence of groundwater. 
Maps of groundwater potential zones prepared from satellite images, serves as 
efficient tools for narrowing down potential zones for detailed ground- based hydm geological 
surveys which ultimately lead to the selection of suitable sites for Bore wells/ Dug wells. Satellite 
data offers the unique capability for extracting information on geology, drainage, land use1 land 
cover and soil from a single image Information on all these factors is essential in understanding 
the occurrence and movement of groundwater. 
The integrated surveys has the advantage of narrowing down the areas for further 
exploration. Consideration of the differen! thematic information in totality helps to generate a more 
complete and reliable frame work for formulation of groundwater exploration program. 
In olden days the pollution was not a problem as it is not present or if present is in 
minute quantities, the ecosystem had capability for combating the pollubn, in its own structured, 
organized ways. The pollutants before the industrialibation were mostly biodegradable or they can 
be easily converted into biodegradable forms by physical, chemical and, biological ways. The 
resulting products were not harmful to the local ecosystems and were in molecular to atomic forms. 
But the present industrialization and urbanization has resulted in the pollubn of air, land and, 
water. 
Water is one of the vital natural resources for sustenance of life. To meet the ever - 
increasing demand for water for domeslk and agricultural activities, it is necessary to have a time 
and cost effective technology for groundwater resoum assessment and management. 
Geographical Information System technique, in wnjunction with remote sensing, has the polentiat 
to provide time and cost effective, uptodate informatii about natural resources in general and 
groundwater resources in Malleboinpalli area and suggest optimal and conjunctive use of water 
resources as assessed by remote sensing and GIs. 
1.4. Importance of Remote Sensing technology: 
Watershed management requires exhaustive data and information, which are very dynamic 
in nature, and temporally changes overtime and space due to natural and exlemal influence on 
agro-climatic environments. Using conventional methods, it becomes highly difficult to wllect the 
data from remote and wide spread areas. Moreover, the collected data are often inadequate, 
outdated and time consuming besides being more expensive. Under these circumstances, Remote 
Sensing technology has immense contribution in providing synoptic and unbiased information on 
large areas at periodical intervals. 
1.5. Description of the Study Area :- 
Location; 
The Malleboinpalli area located in Mahaboob Nagar Districl of Andhra Pradesh and situated 
between- 
Longitude : 78'04'48" 78'08'24" E 
Latitude : 16'43'48" 16'46'48" N 
This area occupy 35.05 Km' 
Elevation of GL wrl MSL (m) 543.310. Total depth bgl(ml) 31.05. 
The physiography of the study area is nearly flat with gentle sloping. The Peddavagu is the 
main stream having branch of Krishna. 
Geology:~ 
The area mainly consists of Granites in different forms 
Rainfall: 
Solls types 
The area is in drought prone area of Mahaboob Nagar District. Intermittent droughts in the cropping 
seasons is a regular feature. There are no check dams in the area. Moderate levels of soil erosion. 
Soil type 
Red clay loam soils 
Red sandy soils 
Saline and alkaline soils 
Light black soils 
Year 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
Table : I ( Source - ICRISAT Miro watershed's Baseline data) 
Depth 
in cm 
45-60 
60-105 
90 
90120 
Fertility 
Good 
Medium 
Poor 
Goad 
Table : 2 (Source: Department of Statistics and Economics, Hyderabad) 
Avg. rainy days 
4 
3.33 
3.5 
3.9 
3.6 
Moisture retention 
depth in cm 
30 
90 
90 
90 
Avg Rainfall in mm 
65.7 
48.9 
59.1 
59.4 
39.9 
Moisture 
retention period 
1520 days 
IOdays 
30 days 
30 days 
Study area location map i 


Fig 3 LlSSlll and PAN merged Image of part of the study a"r*ea 
I 
Fig 4 Landsat MSS Image of the study area( 1998) I 
~ 
~ 
1.6. Objectives: 
1. To dellneale different geo-morphological units In study area uslng PAN and LlSS Ill merged 
image 
2.  To create Land Use1 Land Cover Map and L~neamenl Map, Slope Map 
3. To prepare the Groundwater prospect maps of 1998 and 2002. 
4. To assess the groundwater potential status based on lntegrat~on of groundwater 
level data and geomorphology mak~ng the Impact assessment of watershed area dur~ng the 
years (1998 and 2002) 
CHAPTER - 2 
REMOTE SENSING 
& 
GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM 
IN WATER RESOURCES 
2.1. Introduction: 
Watershed management requires exhaustive data and informatton. which are 
very dynam~c In nature, and temporally changes overtime and space due to natural and external 
influence on agro-climatic environments. Uslng conventional methods, ~t becomes highly difficult to 
collecl Ihe data from remote and w~despread areas. Moreover the collected data are often 
Inadequate, outdated and time consuming besides being more expensive. Under these 
circumstances, Remote Sens~ng technology has Immense contr~but~on I prov~ding synoptlc and 
unbiased ~nformation on large areas at per~od~cal ~ntervals 
2.1.1. Remote Sensing: 
Remote sensing IS the technique of gathering informallon about objects and 
features without be~ng In phys~cal contact w~th them lnformatlon IS acqu~red by detect~ng and 
measuring changes that the object Imposes on the field, be ~t an electromagnet~c, acoust~c, or 
poten!~al field. The human eye w~th its muscular controls and ret~na is perhaps the best examples 
of Remote Sensing System. For example, tt IS commonly known that an analyst can d~scr~minate 
only about 8 to 16 shades of gray when lnterpret~ng cont~nuous tone black and wh~te ~mageiphoto 
I1 the data are orig~naly recorded w~th 256 shades o l  gray. there may be more su~table ~nformal~on 
present in the Image that the interpreter can extract v~sually. In such cases digital image 
processtng techntques are found to be more effectwe In many respects, Remote Senslng can be 
through of as a readng process Using various sensors we remotely collect data that may be 
analyzed to obta~n informallon aboul the objects, areas, or phenomena belng ~nvest~gated And 
there are two types of sensors, I e Act~ve and Passlve certa~n sensors, such as RADAR Systems, 
supply thetr own source of energy to ~llumlnate features of Interest. These are called as 'Act~ve 
Sensors" 
In contrast the 'Pass~ve Sensors', that sense naturally ava~iable energy. A very 
common example of an active sensor IS a camera used wlth flash The same when system used In 
sunl~ghl becomes a passive sensor. 
Electromagnelic energy sensors are currently being operated from airborne and space- 
born platforms to assist In inventorying, mapping and monitoring earth resources These sensors 
acquire dala on the way various eaah surface features emit and reflect electromagnetic energy and 
these data are analyzed to provide in-formation about the resources under investigat~on 
Remote Sensing of earth resources involves two bas~c process steps namely data 
acquislt~on and data analysis 
A Remote Sensing System using electromagnetic radiation has four componenls 
A source 
lnteractlons with earth's surface 
lnteract~ons with earth's atmosphere 
A sensor 
Source 
The source of electromagnetic radiation may be natural like the Sun's reflected light or the 
Earth's emitted heat on man-made like microwave radar 
Earth's surface Interactions 
The amount of charactenstics of radiation emitted or reflected the earth's surface 1s 
dependent upon the characte:ist~cs of the objects on the earth's surface 
Atmospheric interaction 
Electromagnetic energy passing through atmosphere IS distorted and scattered 
Sensors 
The eiectromagnetic rad~ation that has Interacted with the suiface of the earth and the 
atmosphere is recorded by a sensor 2 3.1 
2.1.2. The Electromagnetic Spectrum: 
Electromagnetic radlat~on occurs as a cont~nuum of wave length and frequenc~es 
from short wave lenglh, h~gh frequenc~es cosmic waves to long wave lengths that are great Interest 
In Remote Sens~ng are v~s~ble and near Infrared radial~on In the waveband 0 4 3 0 mlcromelers 
Infrared rad~ation In the waveband 3 0-14micrometers and microwave rad~ation in the waveband 
5 0-500micrometers The electromagnetic energy is d~v~ded In to a number of spectral reglons 
2.1.3. Platforms f o r  Remote Sensing: 
Platforms are one from which a sensor can operate Platforms can vary from 
stepladders to space stallons H~storically lhe first aerial photographs were taken 1858 from a 
balloon, which floated over Par~s Up until 1946, Remote Senslng data were ma~nly acquired from 
airplanes or balloons In 1946, p~ctures were taken from V-2 rockets The soundlng rocket 
photography provided invaluable potential value of photography from orbit alt~tudes Wllh advent of 
space systems a new dimens~ons has been added lo Remote Sens~ng. 
Bhaskara salellites fabr~cated in India are junior members of this category Systematic 
orbital observat~ons of the earth began In 1960 with the launch of TlROS - 1. there first 
meteoroiog~cal satell~te In 1961 Orb~tal color photography was acqulred by an automatic camera in 
the unmanned MERCURY spacecraft. This is followed by photography acqulred dunng the 
MERCURY, APOLLO, and SKYLAB misslons On APOLIO - 9 first multi-spectral Images were 
acpuired to access the~r use for Earth observation 
In 1972, first earth resource technology salell~tes [ERTS - I later renamed as LANDSAT- 
11 was launched, which was one of the major milestones In the field of Earth Remote Senslng 
ERlS - I was followed by a series of LANDSAT missions Earth orb~tal spacecraft are also used lo 
acqulre Remote Sensing data other than regular photography. To name just a few. the NIMBUS, 
the Synchronous Meleoroiogical Satellite (SMS), SKYLAB (19721, and SEASAT (1978) etc. . In 
1981, the space shuttle prov~ded a new platform for Remote Sensors, The second shuttle fllghl 
carried a package of earth onented sensors including an imaging RADAR a multi-spectral 
radiometer, and a visible ocean scanner 
2.1.4. Indian Remote Sensing Program: 
Remote Sensing is an important part of the Indian space program and the 
Department of Space (DOS) Government of India, is the nodal agency for Ihe realization of the 
National Natural Resource Management System (NNRMS), the National Resource Information 
System (NRIS) and the Integrated Mission for Sustainable Development (IMSD), besides several 
other national level application projects in close collaboration with the user agencles As part of this 
program, it has acquired the capab~lity to design, develop and operate state-of-the-art multi sensor 
satellite based-systems comprising of space, ground and applicat~on segments lo meet domestic 
and international requirements 
2.1.5. Indian Remote Sensing Satellite Missions: 
The following satellite mtssions are the important milestones. which have been 
achieved, In the realization of indigenous end-to-end capabilities 
Bhaskara - 1 and 2 :- 
These were experimental remote sensing satellites launched in June 1979 and November 
1981 respectively, Their payload consisted of TV cameras. radiometers 
IRS- I A I I B  :- 
These were operational firs1 generalion remote sensing satellites with two Linear Imaging 
Self-scanning Sensors (LISS - I and LISS - 11) for providing dala in four speclral bands (invisible 
and near infra-red regions) with a resolution of 72 5m with a repetitively of 22 days These 
satellites were launched in March 1988 and August 1991 respectively. Even though the design life 
was lhree years, IRS - 1A was in service till October 1992 and IRS - 10 is still in service, providing 
good quality dala. 
IRS - P2. - 
The satellite was launched in October 1994 on the ~ndigenously developed polar satellite 
launched vehicle (PSLV - 02). IRS - D2 carries a modified LlSS camera 
IRS - 1C. - 
Th~s was the first of the second generation, operational. multi sensor satellite mission w~th 
improved sensor and coverage character~st~cs, bes~des having an On Board Tape Recorder 
(OBTR) for obtaining data outside the visibility of ground stations The IRS - 1C was launched 
successfully on December 26,1995 and the data is being received, processed and disseminated 
from ground stations In Ind~a, U S  A. Germany. Taiwan and Thailand. The three sensors On - 
Board IRS - 1C satell~te are - PAS sensor wlth a resolution of 5 8m (at nadir) single band in the 
v~sible region, w~th a swath of 70km (at nadir) and ?26' across track t~l l  capacity 
LlSS -Ill multi- spectral sensor with a resolution of 23 5m in three vlsibte near Infra-red 
and 70 5m short wave lnfra- red (SWlR) band and a swath of 141km 
W~de field sensor (WFS) with a resolution of 188m. two bands in the v~s~ble /near Infra - 
red region and swath of 810km 
IRS- P3 - 
This satell~te was launched in April 1996, on PSLV - D3 and has two imaging sensors and 
m e  non-imaging sensor viz W~de Field Sensor (WiFS) with a resolution of 188m and swath of 
BlOkm, s~milar to IRS-1C WiFS, but having an additional SWIR band, Modular Optical Electron~c 
Scanners (MOS) mainly for oceanography applications and an X - Ray astronomy payload, WiFs 
and MOS data products are being disseminated to users 
IRS - ID.  - 
IRS - 1 0  is the first of the second generation operation, Indian Remote Sensing Satellite 
mlsslons w~th better resolution coverage and revisit IRS-ID was launched by ~ndigenously 
developed Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) from Sriharikota, India on 2gmSeptember 1997 
The satell~te is placed In a near circular, Sun-Synchronous, near polar orbit with a nominal 
inclination of 98.53', at a mean altitude of 780km 
2.1.6. Remote sensing Application missionr 
W~th the successful completion of IRS-UP projects, some of the major appl~catlons have been 
~dent~fied in the themes of agr~culture, soils and land use, water resources, oceanlmarine 
resources, forestry and geology to be taken up in 'mlssion mode' The sal~ent aspects of the 
Remote Sensing Appl~cat~on M~ss~on projects are- 
Agricultural crops, soils, land use, and drought: 
Large area crop acreage estlmatlon of a few selected crops (wheat, rlce , ground nut cotton 
and sorghum) and lntegrat~on w~th y~eld relatlonshlps for maklng lrlal production est~mates 
. Development and demonstrat~on of remote senslng based y~eld models for wheat and nce 
Mapp~ng sal~nelalkaline so~ls of lndla for a selected state 
. lnventory and mapping of land use1 land cover uslng hlgh resolul~on data for the whole 
country 
lnventory and mon~lorlng urban sprawl of all the major cities 
IdenBficatlon, class~ffcat~on and monltorlng of drought at all lnd~a level 
Land and water resourcesr 
. ldent~fical~on f eroslon prone areas in selected major watersheds 
Preparat~on of flooded area maps for major rlver baslns 
. Preparat~on of groundwater potential maps for drought prow areas of India 
Ocean Resources and Environment7 
Mapping and monltonng of the coastal environment 
. Evaluation of the littoral process around major harbors 
2. 2. Geographic Information Systems (GIs) 
2.2.1. Introduction : 
Over the past two decades ~t has become increasingly apparent that 
resources are becoming more scare, the effect of human actlvlt~es more pervasive and the 
recognition and the prediction of causes and effects more complex. It has also been recognized 
that better resource assessment and planning methods yield dlrect benefits In improved resource 
management and ultimately in improved quallty of life Geo-referenced Information has always 
been critical to the welfare of the country, it is the technology and methods such as computer - 
based information systems and remote sensing thal can provide the means to inventory resource 
and model process from the local to global scale. The need for a computer-based lnformatlon 
system that eficlent handling analysis of geo-referenced data has evolved Geographical 
Information System (GIS). GIS is collection of computer hardware, sofhvare, experienced 
personnel for input management data storage and retneval, manipulatlon and output of geo - 
graphically referenced data and the corresponding anributes A GIs is generally deslgned for the 
collection, storage and analysls of objects and phenomenon where geographical location IS an 
Important characteristic to the analysls In other words a GIS may be defined as computer-based 
information system which attempts capture, stores, manipulate, analyse. and dlsplay spatially 
referenced and associated tabular attribute data, for solving research, planning, management 
problems Such as system will normally embody 
A database of spatially referenced data consisting of locatlon and associated tabular 
database 
Appropriate software components encompassing procedures for interrelated transact~ons 
from input via storage and retneval, and the adherlng manipulation and spatial analysls facilllles to 
output ( including specialized algorithms for special analysis and specialized computer languages 
for speclal queries) and associated hardware components including hlgh- resolution graphics 
display, large capacity electronic storage devices which are organized and interfaces In an eficlent 
and effective manner to allow rapid data storage . retrieval and management capabllitles and 
facilitate the analysis 
2.2.2. Components of GIs:* 
A GIS may be considered as a subsystem of an informatioil system wh~ch ~t 
self has five major component subsystems including. 
Data input processing 
Data storage, retrieval, and database management 
Data manipulation and analysis. 
Display and product generation. 
. A user intelface. 
These main components are summarized in data input covers all aspects of 
transforming spatial and non-spatla1 (textural or feature attr~bule) ~nformat~on from both printing 
and digital files into a EIS database To capture spatially referenced data effectively, a 
geographical information system should be able to provide alternative methods of data entry 
These usually include d~git~zing (both manual and automatic), satsllile images, and scannlng and 
keyboard entry The data may come from many sources such as exlsting analogue maps aerial 
photographs, and remote sensing surveys and other information systems. Often the data require 
operations of manual or automated processing prior to encod~ng, includ~ng format conversion, data 
reduction and generat~on of data, error detection and edit~ng, merging of po~nts into lines, edge 
match~ng. rect~fication and registration, interpolation etc. The level of measurement of these data 
may vary and range from categorical to ratlo data, and from fuzzy and slochast~c ~nformat~on to 
precisely measured data 
Database management funct~ons control the creat~on of and access to the 
database it self For the storage, integration and man~pulation of large volumes of different datd 
types at a variety of spat~al scales and levels of resolut~on, a GIS hat to provide the facilities 
available with In a Database Management System (DBMS) Most commercial GIS (such as, for 
example, ARCIINFO) have a dual architecture The non -spatial attnbute informat~on is stored in a 
relat~onal database management and the spat~al information In a separate subsystem, which 
enables to deal with spatial data spatial queries. Such architecture, however reduces, the 
performance because object~ves have to be retneved and compiled from components stored 'n the 
two subsystems. Th~s problem IS not easy to solve Spat~al data processing IS performed w~th 
vector, raster or a combination of the geometric data formats 
The Most Important and d~st~nguish~ng feature. which a GIS has over a mere 
computer mapping systems or CAD, 1s Ihe ab~l~ty o man~pulate and analyze spat~al data The 
man~pulatlon and analysis procedures, whlch are usually Inlegrated In a GIS are ofien limited, 
however, to simple spatla1 operations such as 
Geometr~c calculation operator; such as distance, length, perimeter, area, closest 
lntersectlon and union 
Topolog~cal operators such as neighborhood, next llnk in a polyline network, left and r~ght 
polygons, start and end nodes of a polyltne 
Spallal comparison operators such as intersects ins~de, larger than, ouls~de ne~ghbor of 
e t c . ~  
Mult~ layer spatlal overlay lnvolvlng the lnlegrallon of nodal. lhnear and polygon layers, and lo 
restr~cted forms of network analvs~s 
Product generation IS the phase where final products from geographical 
informat~on system are created The d~splay and products may lake varlous forms such as 
stat~st~cal repofls, maps and graph~cs of varlous k~nds, depend~ng upon the characlenstics of the 
rned~a chosen These Include video screens for an an~maled t~me sequence of d~splays similar to a 
movle, laser printers, Inkjet and electrostatic plotters, color film readers, m~cro-film dev~ces and 
photograph~c med~a 
The final module of a geograph~cal lnformation system cons~sts of software 
capab~l~t~es, wh~ch s~mpl~fy and organlze the ~nteract~on between the user and the GIS software vla 
for example menu dnven common systems 
It is note-worthy that most current GIS are strong in the sophisticated forms of 
spat~al analys~s and dec~s~on making make them best suitable for natural resource management. 
As mentioned earlier, the analyt~cal possibil~t~es bas~cally and usually refer to polygon overlav w~th 
I6 
analysis. GIS capabilities for location - allocation problems, optimal land use allocation and 
management muting vehicles for delively of goods and services 
2.2.3. Classification of GIS Analysis Functions: 
The development of GIs techniques has provided a constantly growing number 
of ever more sophisticated analysis functions. A description of even the most common functions 
would quickly overwhelm the unlimited. The following shows the classification of analysis functions 
Maintenance and Analysis of the spatial data transformations - Format, Geometric 
transformalions, transformation behveen map projections, conflation, edge matching, editing 
of graphic elements, line coord~nate thinning. 
Maintenance and Analysis of the attribute data -Attribute editing funclions. attnbute query 
functions 
lntegrated Analysis of Spatial and Attribute data - Retrieval, classification, measurement, 
overlay operalions, search, line in polygon and point polygon, topographic funct~ons, 
Thesien polygon, ~nterpolation, neighborhood operations. contour generation. connective 
functions, cont~guity measures, proximity, network, spread, seek, intervisibility, illumination. 
perspective view 
Output Formaning - Map annotation, text labels, texture patterns 
Graphic Symbols. - 
The firs1 level of classification contains four groups mainly maintenance and analysis 
of the spatial data Maintenance and analysis of the attribute data, Integrated analysis of spatial 
and non - spatial data and output formatting Each major group 1s sub divided into types of 
function. The distinction among these categories 1s some what artificial and not clear, but they do 
provide a useful frame work. 
The way that GIS function is implemented depends on such factors as the data modal 
(e g . Raster Vs Vector), The hardware and performance criteria (e.g How fast it must run what 
The way that GIS function IS implemented depends on such factors as the data modal 
(e g Raster Vs Vector), The hardware and performance crltena (e g How fast it must run, what 
optlons must be provided) These details are Important and require considerable expertise to 
properly evaluate However This level of details is no1 needed to understand the types of analysls 
funct~ons that a GIS can prov~de, how they are used and why they are valuable 
2.2.4. Application of GIS: 
Some of the GIS appl~cat~ons Include agricultural and land use planning, forestry 
and wild llfe management, archeology, geology, municipal applications, clv~l engineer~ng, Remote 
Sensing, urban and reg~onal planning, buslness and commerc~al appllcat~ons. The easy 
acceptability and implementatlon of GIS are making ~t very popular for various appl~cat~ons The 
three dlmenslonal analysis IS having applications In terra~n evaluation, hlghway route allocation, 
canal planning etc ... 
2.2.5. Implementing GIS: 8 
The implementat~on of GIs can be seen as a SIX-phase process 
A) Awareness People wlth In the organ~zation become aware of GIS technology and the 
potentla1 benefits thelr organization Potential uses and users of GIS are postulated 
8). Development of systems requirement. The Idea that GIS could benefit the organization IS 
formally acknowledged and a more systematic and formal process IS ~nst~tuted to collect 
lnformat~on about technology and to Identify the pote~t~a l  users and thelr needs A formal 
need analysis ~f oHen done at thls stage 
C) System Evaluation Alternative systems are proposed and evaluated The evaluat~on process 
takes Into account the need analysis of the prevlous phase. At the end of this phase a formal 
dec~s~on must be made where or not to proceed with acquisition of GIS 
D). Development of an implementation plan: havlng made the declsion to proceed with acquisition 
of a system, a plan is developed to acquire the necessary equipment and staff, make 
organizational changes and find the process. This plan may be a formally accepted 
document or a more or less informal series of actlons 
E) System organization and start - up, The system is purchased, installed, staff is tralned. 
creation of database is begin and operating procedures begin to be established Creation of 
the database is usually the most expensive part of the implementation process. 
Considerable attention IS needed to establish appropriate data qual~ty. Controls to ensure 
that the data entered meet the required standards and those sultable updat~ng procedures 
are implemented to maintain the concurrency and integrity of the database. 
F) Operational phase By thls stage the inltlal automation of the database is complete and 
operating procedurcs have been developed to maintain the database and provide the 
information services that the organlzatlon requires In this phase procedures are developed 
to rnalntaln the GIs facllity and upgrade services so that the GIs continues to support the 
changing information needs the organization Operational Issues concerning the 
responsibil~lies of the GIS facil~ty to provide needed services and to guarantee performance 
standards become more orominent 
CHAPTER - 3 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
3.1. Groundwater prospecting in watersheds: 
Watershed is a land area from wh~ch  rainwater drains to a common 
point and is a hydrologic unit o f  surface expression. Watershed constitutes the natural 
spatial frame for harnessing and u t i l i ~ i ng  the water resources, surface and subsoil and 
improving the moislurc retcntivcty of land I'lanning of watrrahed drvelopmcnt depends 
on their scientific dellneation and codification. For proper assessment of potentlal, present 
use and additional exploltabll~ty at optlmal level, of bolh surface as well as groundwater resources, 
it is widely acknowledged that a basin wise or catchment wlse approach y~elds the best results 
Evaluation, development and management of groundwat~r esources are often 
handicapped by non - availability of historic water - level data wh~ch are required for assessing 
changes in the storage tit groundwater in response to rainfall. evaporation, pump age. surface 
imgation, soil conservat~on, urbanization, and a host of other causes. The area of upper vaigai river 
basin covenng parts of Madura~ and Theni districts, In Tamilnadu faces acute water scarclty and 
the area a chronically drought prone The groundwater resources in the area are not fully 
exploiled The presenl ~nvestigat~on has been made to evaluate the potential zones for 
groundwater targeting uslng IRS - ID LlSS - Ill geo coded data on 1. 50,000 scale. In thls study 
groundwater prospective un~ts and non potentlal areas were ~dentlfied 
Khan and Moharana # (2002) studled on lithology, structure, geomorphology and 
hydrology were generated and Integrated to prepare groundwater prospect map for a region in 
western Rajasthan. GIS was used to prepare database on the themalic layers, analysis of 
relat~onsh~p and Integrated map preparation. They observe the hlgh, moderate, low potentla1 zones 
in the studv area 
Subba Rao et al ,(2001) investigated the groundwater favorable zones around 
Guntur town They assesed the groundwater favorable zones for development and exploitation with 
the help of geo-morphological unlts and assoc~ated features. The identificabon of features by 
remote sensing technology with the integration of conventional informat~on and l~m~ted ground 
truths are PPS, L, PPM, PPD, and RH. The results shows that the PPD. PPM, PPS are qood. 
moderate to good and poor promising zones, respectively for groundwater prospecting, They can 
also be utillzed to augment groundwater resources. 
Kumar and Tomar # (1998) carrled out groundwater assessment through 
hydro-geo-morphological and geophysical survey Remotely sensed data used to delineate the 
hydro-gw-morpholog~cal units. The correlation and Integration of resistivity map with geo- 
morphological map were carried out through 'GRAM' Geographtc lnformatlon System. This helped 
in better understanding the surface resistlvlty pattern. Res~stivity zonation map prepared on the 
basis of limtled field data and through interpolation !extrapolation can be modlfled ! corrected with 
the help of information derlved from remotely sensed data to obtain more realistic picture 
Tiwari and Rai (1996) studied groundwater prospecting in Dhanbad distrlct of 
Blhar. Landsat - 5 MSS data of band - 2 and band - 4 and false color composlte(FCC) of band 2, 
3, 4 were Interpreted visually to differentiate different hydro-geo-morphological units and to 
delineate the major trends of lineaments The different gwmorphic features identified are hear 
ridges, residual hills, pediplain, buried pediment and dissected pediplaln. besides lineaments The 
study shows that the pediplain and buned pediments are promising zones for groundwater 
prospechng. 
Sarkar et.al.. (2001) uslng GIS for generation and use of thematlc information. 
applied to groundwater potentiality of the Shamri micro watershed in Shtmla Tank The role of 
varlous parameters, namely, drainage, lineament, lithology, slope and land use have k e n  
emphasized for delineation of groundwater potential zones. A multl - critena evaluation following 
probability weighted approach has been applled for overlay analysis that allows a hear 
combination of weights each themattc map with the individual capabtlity value. The result map 
indicates a high groundwater potentiality in the Aood plains, river terraces and rlver channels In the 
vicinity of the Shamri nala Other sites of hlgh potentiality include places showing break in slopes 
and crisscmss of lineaments. 
Sankar et.al., (2001) studied on Hydro-morpho-geology and Remote sensing for 
groundwater exploration In Agnlgundala mineralized belt (longitude 70°.39' - 16'.511 and latitude 
16°.2' - 16' 15') using Remote Sensing IRS - IB and SPOT data for groundwater exploration. 
Based on erosional and depositional characters of various geomorphic units like Hills (structural 
and denudat~onal) pediment, burled ped~ment, plains and valley fills have been ident~fied In various 
l~thologics lhke granite, granite gnelss, biotite schist, phyllite, quartzite and dolomite. The 
groundwater potentials of the ~nd~vidual geomorpholog~c units have been evaluaied to obtain a 
complete hydrological picture of the area 
Obi Reddy et.a1.,(2000) investigate the dra~nage, geology, geomorphology. 
lineament information has been generated and integrated to evaluate hydro-geo-morpholog~cal 
characterist~cs of the Gaimuk watershed, Bhandra distr~ct, Maharastra for del~neat~on of 
groundwater potential zones. The analysls reveals that the deep valley fills w~th th~ck alluvium have 
excellent, shallow valley fills and deeply weathered pedipla~ns In the geological formallon of T~rodi 
Gnesis and Sausar Groups have good water potential and these units are h~ghly favorable for 
groundwater explorat~on and development. The good interrelat~onsh~p was found among the 
geological units, geo-morphological unik, lineament densty, hydrrqeo-morphological zones and 
groundwater yield data 
Pratap et al., (2000) investigate the Groundwater prospect zones in Data - 
Renukoot area in Sonebhadra district, UP, lnd~a have been del~neated. through integrat~on of 
varlous thematic maps using ARCIINFO GIS Each lheme was ass~gned a we~ghtage depending 
on its influence on the movement and storage of groundwater and each unit in every theme map IS 
assigned a knowledge based rank~ng from 1 to 5 depend~ng on its s~gn~ficance to groundwater 
occurrence. All the themes are overlaid, two at a t~me and the resultant cornposlte coverage is 
classified Into five groundwater prospect calegones. This output map is correlated with the 
groundwater data collected in the field 
Pradeep K Jain e l  a1 ,(1998) studied on to locate groundwater potent~al zones 
using IRS,LISS-II data The resulting base line ~nformation has been integrated for evaluatlnq 
groundwater potential of mapping units The alluvial plain, flood pla~n, Infilled valley and deeply 
burried pediplain are the prospective zones of groundwater exploration and development. 
Fractures and faults parallel to dra~nage courses constitute pnor~ty zones for groundwater 
targeting. 
Khan and Ali (2002) studied the prospects of water resources In Gurgaon distr~ct 
(Havana) and Alwar d~strict (Rajastan) and suggest measures for optimal and conjunctive use of 
water resources assessed by remote sensing and GIS 
3.2. Soil and water Conservation Structures: 
3.2.1. Soil Conservation structures: 
Soil and water conservation, one of the components of watershed 
management, receive top priorily as they are prerequisite for the watershed development Soil and 
water conservation structures such as bunds , waterways , grade stabilizat~on structures, eroslon 
struclures and water harvesting struclures are generally constructed in the walershed in order lo 
check the soil erosion and maximize utilizalion of excess runoff for the crop prodilctlon 
The main aims of soil conservation structures are - 
I Productivity per unit area per unit t~me per unit water creating sdequate production for the soil 
susceptible to erosion during rainy season 
I. Conserving as much rainwater as possible at the place where it falls in order to increase 
groundwater recharge. 
r Dralnlng out the excess waler safely and stor~ng excess runoff for reuse for future need 
i To control fully format~on to bring the revine denuded land under cuit~vat~on by constructing 
diversion d ram and check dams at suitable inlervals 
3.2.2. Water Harvesting Structures: 
Supplemental irrigation at times becomes essent~al for surv~val of horticultural and 
agricultural crops in drought - prone areas with undependable and errat~c rainfall In order to 
accompl~sh this, excess rainwater has to be conserved in so11 profiles and In d~fferent storage 
structures. 
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3.2.2.1. Farm Ponds : 
Form ponds are bodies of water, made either by constructing an embankment across a 
watercourse or by excavating a pit or the comblnatlon of both 
Objectives. 
To provide waler storage for life saving lrrigatlon In a limited area 
To prov~de drinklng water for live stock and human be~ngs In arld areas. 
To serve as water storage for providing crltlcal Irrigation to limlted number of 
fru~t plants for establ~shment moderate the hydrology by small watersheds 
To Increase groundwater recharge 
Spec~fic site conditions 
Excavating pits In areas having flat topography and mostly In sltuatlor,s where table close 
to the ground level generally creates dugout ponds On the other hand, Impounding type of form 
ponds are common features Wherever there are well - defined water ways with rolling type of 
topography, ~t is posslble to ach~eve high water storage - earth work ratios w~th  embankments I 
bunds constructed in narrow and deep valleys, while the ponds constructed by excavation only 
have this ratio mostly less than unlty In the case of Impounding type, preference IS given to 
locations w~th -low soil permeability 
Design crlterla. 
Farm pond size is decided on the lolal requirement of water for ~rr~gat~on. live stock and 
domeslic use. If the preclp~tatlon In the region IS very low, the capacity of pond will only Include the 
requirement for live stock and domestlc use Des~gn features of the embankment type ponds are 
governed by physiography, excavated ponds may be constructed either square or rectangular In 
sha~e.  
3.2.2.2. Minor irrigation Tanks I Low Earthen Dams : 
Low earthen dams, designed on the basis of engineering principles are 
constructed across the streams for creatlng water reservoirs for providing one or two Irrigation to 
the crops at the cntical penod 
Objectives' 
To provide irrigation source for the crops grown under its command. For mit~gation of 
draught by provlding much more needed water. 
Design criteria and procedures. 
Following aspects are considered as basic requirements for design~ng the earthen 
dams. Hydrologic data, information on solis and geology, the nature and properties of the soils in 
the area, profile survey and cross sectional details of the stream In order to arrive at proper design 
of the earthen dam site select~on is very Important. As for as poss~ble, a narrow gorge should be 
selected for erecting the dam In order to keep the ratio of the earthwork to storage at mlnimum. 
Runoff ava~labil~ty for the reservoir should be comp~led on the baas of rainfall - runoff relatlon for 
the locality 
3.2.2.3. Water harvesting Bundhis: 
In many respects, water harvesting bundhis are sim~lar to minor irrigatlan tanks except thal 
they generally do not have extensive canal system and the~r command area IS limited to fields lying 
to the bundhis of the down stream. 
Object~ves' 
To coliecl and impounds surface runoff during monsoon rains and facil~tate infiltration to 
raise groundwater level in the zone of infiltration of the bundhi. 
Specific site conditions: 
As for as posstble the water harvesting bundhis should be located tn government lands 
They should not be located on very heavy soil or impervious strata, which may hind2r groundwater 
recharge. There should be adequate good cultivated land at the down stream of bundhi to reap the 
benefits of water storage. Bundhi should be located in places where adequate good quality of soil 
IS available for bunds construction. 
Design criteria, 
The design criteria of the water ha~es t ing  bundhis are the same as those small earthen 
dams. The runoff availability 1s based on strong table as discussed in the case of mlnor ~rrigation 
tanks Emergency spillway, mechanical spillway and slice gates are also designed on sim~lar 
princtples. In general, bund sections are smaller than those of tmgation tanks 
3.2.2.4. Nala Bunds and Percolation tank: 
Nala (a natural watercourse) bunds and percolation tanks are structures constructed 
across nalas for checking velocity of runoff, increasing water percolation and improving soil 
moisture regime In fact, both terms are synonyms although used alternately at different places 
However bigger structures that costs five lacks or more are generally called percolation tanks 
Objectives. 
To facilitate improving use of runoff donated by a catchment and to encourage 
underground percolation of stored water with a view to build up groundwater level In the zone of 
influence of nala bund I percolation tank. To hold the silt flow, whtch would otherwise reach the 
multi- purpose reservoirs and reduce their useful life. 
Specific site conditions, 
The feasibility of the site for locating a nala bund depends upon the follow~ng technical and 
economic considerations The site should be selected in relatively flatter nala reach - the slope not 
exceeding 2%. As for as possible, the catchment area of the nala bund should be at least 40 
hectares. There should be proper site for construction of emergency sptllway by the side of the 
nala bund. For this, the substrata of the nala bund should be hard enough, preferably hard rock, 
and the nala bed should have soils with adequate permeability. If there are rocky layers at greater 
depths, they should be designated ones. 
Design: 
The deslgn IS based on topographic and storage - height considerat~ons With these 
crlterla nala bund sections are destgned in the light of local norms prescribed for the, structures In 
general, the top width of nala bund should not be less then 1 Om A free board equ~valenl to one - 
third of the impounding depth but not less then lm,  1s provided. The bund section should include 
provisions on core wall and pebble trench on the line indicated for earthen dams. An emergency 
spillway of cut outlet type may also be provlded depending upon the drainage area 
3.2.2.5. Check Dams: 
Stop dams are permanent engineertng structures created for nsing the water level 
In the nala for provldlng life -saving ~rrigatlon to the surrounding fields and also in controlling the 
eroslon of the so11 by decreasing the velocity of water which is coming wlth great speed from the 
upstream side 
Objectives: 
To provide storage of surface runoff during the runoff availability penod for sub sequent 
Irrigation To hold a part of the floodwater durlng peak periods so that there is no damage at the 
down stream of the gully due to excessive erosion of the flood. To provide adequate ~nfiltration 
opportunity for rainwater for recharging groundwater. 
Specific site conditions 
Check dams are created In relatively float nalas having narrow cross section but carrying 
high discharges for fairly long durations. There are located at sltes where stable foundation 
conditions of hard murram or rocks, are encountered, where topography 1s not suitable for other 
structures. 
Design cntena and procedures 
The essent~al components of a stop dams are head wall extens~on s~dewalls apron wlng 
walls, loe wall, and seepage oul - off walls The structures are designed to accommodate peak 
des~gn discharge of 100 years recurrence lnterval The main head wall n designed by provid~ng 
adequate margln of safety and the gravlty dam sedion is particularly checked against the follow~ng 
failures 
(a) Over turning of the wall 
(b) Crush~ng of the foundat~on 
(c) Tension at the base of the dam 
(d) Risk of slid~ng of the dam 
In addition to these allowances on other safety factors l~ke  failure due to piplng bellow the 
foundation and failure due to seepage upl~ft pressure are also provided 
The design conditions are carried out with two main cond~tions, i e. reservoir full and 
reservoir empty In general, the bottom width of the main dam should be nearly 213 of the height of 
the dam 
3.2.2.6. Rock-fill Dams: 
A Rock-Sll dam - an embankment constructed across a waterway uslng var~able 
sizes of stones or over burnt bricks - 1s usually a permeable type of semi - permanent structure, 
such as a loose I stone checks are generally adopted for gully control. 
Objeclives, 
For gully control to slow - down the veloc~ty of runoff and to induce some sedimentation 
before it leaves for the down stream reach. 
1. To fac~l~tate r clamat~on of board and shallow gullies for agricultural purpose, provides the 
~ n o f f  discharge are with in limits. 
2 To stabil~ze active gullies by encouraging vegelative growth because of favorable molsture 
sltuatlon created by impounding water 
Specific site cond~t~ons. 
Rock-fill dams are constructed in places where loose boulders are locally and cheaply 
ava~lable and gullles are not wider than 10m or so. Br~ck dams usually replace those dams ~f good 
quallty bricks are cheaply available. In case foundat~on conditions are h~ghly unstable, gab~ons are 
preferred In place of ordinary rock-fill dams. 
By and large, rock-f~ll dams requlre better foundat~on cond~t~ons than the earthen dams or 
earthen gully plugs 
CHAPTER - 4 
ta/rETHODOLOGY 
4.1. General 
Groundwater prospecting and explorat~on have become a b ~ g  task In lnd~a 
general and certain drought stricken areas in particular The photo - Interpretallon of aenal 
photographs and satellite imageries on different IRS bands have been proved to be of very spec~al 
value in prov~ding data on parameters wh~ch are essential In judg~ng the groundwater status of a 
reglon The parameters include the nature and distribution of vegetation, so11 cover, dra~nage 
pattern and density and their temporal variations In addillon, informallon on other Important 
aspects like the nature of rock types, the~r structural altitude and geo-morphological relat~onsh~ps, 
occurrence of faults, fractures, f~ssures major dra~nage controls, sh~fts in sprlng l~nes and var~at~on 
in the water levels in the surfacewater bod~es prov~de ~mportant clues in the search for groundwater 
bodies. The identif~cat~or. of grounds, sands and alluvlum In the rlver valleys, and other water 
bear~ng rock format~ons ~n t t ~ e  hard rock terrain helps in locattng groundwater potential zones. The 
success of dr~l l~ng for groundwater ent~rely depends on the prospecting exploration dala obta~ned 
by the field surveyois To help them to ach~eve results In a sqort time w~th low expenditure. 
groundwater explorat~on needs to be based on the techil~que of photo - ~nterpretat~on uslng aerial 
photographs and satellite Imageries, The detailed exploration In promlslng areas IS to be 
supplemented by geophys~cal techn~ques and other ground data collected In the field 
Image interpretation has been defined as the acl of examlnlng photographs I 
Images for the purpose of identify~ng object~ves and judging their s~gn~ficance Interpreters study 
remotely sensed data and attempt through log~cal process lo detect, ~denlify, measure and 
evaluate the significance of environmental and cultl~ral objectives, patterns and spatial 
relat~onsh~ps 
The False Color Composites of PAN and LlSS - Ill merged image dala has been 
prepared and Interpreted with l~mited field check. For preparation of 1998 groundwater prospect 
map MSS image are used. Besides this the available literature on the subject is also consulted 
4.2. Geo-coding of toposheets : 
Digitally converted loposheets are projected w~th standard reference scheme The 
project~on considered here are polyconic and sphero~d taken IS Everest and datum as 
undefined. The geometric model taken is polynomial of first order and the geo-reference points 
given from keyboard. Prolected toposheets were d~g~tally mosa~cked to obtain one contiguous 
geo-reference topobase in the d~gltal mode 
4.3. Image Enhancement: 
Geometr~cally corrected images were further subjected to radiovetric correct~on to 
generate FCC This process has been done as follows 
To perform contrast-stretching operat~on, the f~rst step IS to plot h~stogram of the DN values In the 
image This itself conveys valuable iniormat~on about the Image A sharp peak would ind~cate no 
contrast in the image, and a broad dislribut~on would imply objects of high contrast 
4.4. Available Data: - 
The data pertaining to groundwater is collected by Andhra Pradesh stale 
groundwater department This data 1s used for assessing the groundwater level fluctuat~ons In the 
study area. 
The thematic maps are prepared and the data ut~l~zed for the purpose are as below 
LlSS - Ill and PAN merged data 
MSS Image. 
Topo-sheets of the study area 
4.5. Preparation of Thematic Maps : 
lmage interpretation is the act of examining the photographic or other Imagery for the 
purpose of identifying objects and judglng the~r significance The main objective of lmage 
interpretation is to extract information about features displayed In an image The extraction of 
information depends on lmage analyst's experience, power of observatlon. lmaglnatlon and 
patience It all depends on the baslc principles of image format~on, and the scale and resolution of 
the imagery. A typical remotely sensed image is an instantaneous record of features on the 
ground. It may have taken only 11500 second to record the Image In the case of an aer~al 
photograph or about 30 second In the case of satellite. An lmage IS permanent record at a point in 
time. The synoptic vlew provlded is of great importance in detecting large-scale features and 
understand~ng their ~nter-relationships 
The major step Involved in the lmage InterpretatIan IS quick look analys~s of the imagery 
whereln an Interpreter takes into consideralion the following po~nts' 
. Selection of proper spectral bands 
. T~me of the imagery 
. Marking study area from base map 
. Stratificat~on taklng into cons~derat~on statistcal and ecological needs 
Vlsual lmage lnterpretatlon techniques are applied for the preparation of geo-morphology, 
land use1 land cover, slope, soil, lineament maps The help of Survey of India Toposheet is taken 
for preparation of base map and thematic maps. 
1. Base map 
2. Drainage map 
3 Slope map 
4. Land Use I Land Cover map 
5. Hydro geomorphology map 
6 Well (bore and open) locat~on map 
7 Lineament map 
8. Geology map 
9 Groundwater prospect map, 2002. 
10 Groundwater prospect map, 1998. 
11. Groundwater recharge structure map 
The steps involved In the preparation of thematic maps are as follows 
Preliminary interpretation 
Data collectlon. 
Preparation of general groundwater prospect~ng map. 
4.5.1. Base Map: 
The base map IS papared from Sol toposheet The base map contaln the details like road 
network. vtllages, tanks, boundary of the study area, telephone and power line etc Uslng base 
map lo prepare various thematic maps Ilke 
Land use I Land cover map 
Slope map 
Geomorphology map etc 
The base map contams settlements, road networks, rlvers, rallway track etc on the 
toposheets are used for exact matchlng with satellite Imagery The base map was prepared from 
Sol toposheet No. 56U1 & 2. 
4.5.2. Drainage Map : 
The drainage map was prepared from toposheet The drainage pattern usually class~fied as 
1 Dendr~t~c 
2. Rectangular 
3 Parallel. 
4. Sub parallel 
5.  Radial 
6. Centripetal 
Factors vary from one drainage basin to another In such a manner Vlat no two drainage 
basin are alike. Linear aspects of drainage baslns are: 
a) Drainage network pattern 
b) Stream order 
c) Bifurcation ratio 
d) Stream frequency 
e) Length of over - land flow 
A Dralnage network panem'- 
Dralnage pattern usually classified as dendritlc, rectangular, trellis, parallel. sub parallel, 
radial and centripetal 
0 stream Order - 
In Horten Syslem of stream ordering first order streams are defined as those streams that 
have no tributaries Two such first order streams combine to form second order stre2ms A third 
order stream IS formed by merging of two second order slreams. The orderlng system continues In 
the same manner 
C Bifurcation Ratlo. - 
It a defined as the ratio of streams of a particuiar order to that of subsequent hhgher order. 
R,= NJN,,+I 
Where, Rb = Blfurcatlon ratlo and N, = Number of streams of given order 
B~furcat~on ration character~st~c ranges between 3 and 5 for watersheds in which the 
geologic structure do not distort with dralnage pattern. Hlgh b~furcatlon ratio expected in the 
reglons of steeply dipping rock strata where narrow strike valleys are confined between ridges 
4.5.3. Slope Map: 
Slope is the measure of the amount of the rise dlvided by the amoilnt of horizontal 
distance traveled Slope map is used to know the terrain propelties like steep slopes and plalns 
The speed and extent of runoff depends on the slope. The velocity of runoff flow Increases wlth 
increases In slope. The erosion capacity of runoff varies In - dlrect proportion w~th the slope of the 
land on which runoff occurs, The so11 erosion also Increases with Increases in slope. 
The preparation of slope map is very useful for watershed management, 
groundwater resources, and land use and land cover 
The dlstance between successive contours as measured on plany-metrlc maps 
indicate the nature of the slope Contours are made at rectangular Intervals but they do not appear 
equldlstant when viewed vertically They come close together when slopes are steeper 
Slope 1s classified as seven classes. They are nearly level, very gentle sloping, 
gently, moderately, strongly, moderate steep to sleep, very steep 
Slope classification:. 
S.No Classification of slope Min.8 Max. limits of slope % Min. 8 Max. limit of contour seacinq 
1. Nearly level 0 - 1  >4cm 
2 Very gentle sloping 1 - 3  1.33- 4 cm 
3. Gentle sloplng 3 - 5  0 8 -  133cm 
4 Moderately sloping 5 - 1 0  0 4 - 0.8 cm 
5 Moderate to steep slope 10 - 15 0 .26-04cm 
6 Steep slope 15-35 0 1 1 - 0 2 6 c m  
7. Very steep slope >35 ~ 0 . 1 1  cm 
The slope map is prepared by toposheet based on density of coniours The slope map 1s 
classified by upper and lower limlt of contour space. Nearly level slope class~fication is 
predominantly occurnng slope in the watershed 
The slope present is calculated by the formula 
Slope % = H I L *  100 
Where H a the he~ght and L is the length. 
Slope In the 2 to 6 % range are steep enough to provide for good surface 
drainage and few significant slte development problems will be encountered prov~ded the so11 IS 
well drained The class 1 and 2 (0 - 3 %) in the prepared slope map some drainage problems may 
be en countered Slope over 12% presents problems In street development and lot design and also 
pose serious problems when sept~c tanks are used for domest~c sewage d~sposal 
Slops of not more than 5 % are preferred for industnat park and commerc~at site 
The site plan in the 6 to 12 % range may be more interest~ng than the 2 - 6 % range but w~l l  be 
more costly to develop Groundwater table is observed in class 1 because ~t IS nearly level 
4.5.4. Land use I Land cover Map: 
A prel~m~nary lnterpretatlon key 1s prepared and later final~sed after llm~ted ground 
ver~f~cat~on. 
There are certa~n fundamental photo-elements or Image character~stics seen on image 
wh~ch la~d In v~sual Interpretation of satellite Imagery There are number of elements are used for 
identification of land features. Those are - 
i) tone or color 11) size ~i i )  shape IV) texture v) pattern VI) locat~on VII) association VIII) 
shadow ix) aspect x) resolut~on. 
Land use I Land cover are classified In to SIX classes. Those are Bu~lt-up land. Agricultural land. 
Forest, Waste lands, Water bod~es, others 
1 Built-up land. 
Bullt-up land comprises of developed areas like build~ngs, industnal structures, 
transportation network etc. The physical size or bu~ld-up sprawl w~th transport network can be 
surrogate to classlfy a settlement as urban or rural It is identifiable on the Imagery by its dark 
bluish tone, definite size, shape and texture. Often built-up land wlth high denslty of buildings etc 
appear in dark tone at the centre and lighter on the peripheries, because of being less dense and 
less developed Transport network appear in shades of dark blulsh green to llghl yellow (unmellled 
or kaccha roads) to red (wherever vegetation occurs along the road) In color. 
2 Agricultural land. 
This IS sub-devtded Into crop land, fallow land, planlatlon 
a Crop land. 
The tonal contrast of crop land varies from bright red to red whlch may signlty greenness 
of the foilage different stages of crop growth. 
b Fallow land. 
It appears yellow to greenlsh blue in tone depending on the topology, nature of so11 and 
moisture content on ground. It appears light In tone sandy red soils and in coastal solis and 
dark In tone In alluvial black cotton and in soils rlch In clay 
c. Plantations. 
These appear In dark red to red In tone, small tn size with regular shapes and 
sharp and smooth edges. 
3 Forest - 
Thls can be sub- devided In to evergreen1 s e w  evergreen forests, deciduous forest, 
degraded or s c ~ b  land. forest blank, forest plantation, mangroves 
a Evergreen1 semi- evergreen forests: 
These appear in bnght red to dark red In tone in all months of the year 
b. Deciduous forests: 
It IS observed dark red lo red In tone (dunng maximum greenness period) except 
duting the month of leaf fall In dry season1 autumn when the tonal changes occur. 
c Degraded or scrub land: 
It appears llght red to dark brown in tone 
d Forest blank. 
Forest blanks appear dist~nctly on the Imagery in l~ght yellow to light brown tone, 
small In size w~th regular to irregular shapes. 
e Forest plantations 
It appears l~ght red to red in tone depending upon the follage cover stage of growth 
and season elc. 
f Mangroves, 
It appears bright red to red In tone. small In slze with irregular and d~scontinuous 
shapes, smooth Lo medlum In texture, and contiguous to linear. 
4. Waste lands. 
Thls can be sub- d~vided lnto salt affected land, waterlogged land, marshylswampy 
land, gullled I ravlnous lard, land w ~ l h  or wlthout scrub, sandy area, barren rockylstony wastelsheet 
rock area 
a. Salt affected land, 
It appears whlte to lhght blue (subject to molsture content) tone small to med~um slze. 
Irregular d~scontinuous shape. 
b Waterlogged land 
L~ght o dark blue (subject to water spread and organlc matter)vary~ng In slze, Irregular, 
discont~nuous shape 
c. Gull~edl ravonous land 
It appears llght yellow to bluish green, Irregular broken shape 
Land wlth or wtthout scrub. Llght yellow to brown to green~sh blue, varylng in slze. 
Irregular dlscontlnuous shape 
d Sandy area: 
Wh~te lo  light yellow blue tone, regular to irregular shape 
e. Barren rocky land 
Greenish blue to yellow to brownish, iiiegular and d~scontinuous hape. 
5. Water body :- 
It is appear in black color, irregular shape 
Land use I Land cover base map is prepared from SO1 toposheet base map The 
base map is placed on satellite imagery and the only outlet is determined and all built - up land, 
Agricultural, land forest, waste lands, water bodies are recognized 
4.5.5. Geomorphological Map: 
Basic theory behind hydrogeomorphological map preparation is as follows 
a Principles of landform identification. 
The principle terrain characteristics estimated by means of image interpretation are bedrock 
type, landform, soil texture, site drainage conditions, susceptibility to flooding and depth of 
unconsolidated materials over bed rock In addition, the slope of the land surface can be estimated 
by image ~nterpretation. 
b. Elements of image interpretation for landform ident~fication and evaluabon. 
Image interpretation for landform identification and evaluation is based on systematic 
observation and evaluation of key elements These are topography, drainage pattern and texture, 
erosion, photo tone, vegetation and land use 
Geo-morphological mapping will always require a considerable amount of field 
exploration, but the mapping process can be greatly facilitated through the use of visual image 
lnterprelation Geo-morphological units Identified are pediplain shallow, pedlplain medium, 
pediment, and residual hills. 
Pediment zone is erosional land form of low rellef, covered with a thin veneer of 
detritus material and acts as runoff zone, which bears moderate to p w r  prospects of groundwater. 
In Geo-morphology map observe the lineament intersection with in the pediment zone, it is indicate 
the potential site for the groundwater development. 
Residual Hills act as lun -off zone and groundwater prospects in these hills seem lo 
be very poor. 
4.5.6. Well Location Map:- 
Well location map was prepared by using wells latitude and longitude This map 
conlain open wells and bore wells This data are collected by field work using GPS And this well 
location map contain particular well details like depth, pumping datum, water level depth, type of 
well, age of the well, well condition etc. 
Well Inventory: 
Well inventory was conducted in the open wells by observing the well cross sections and 
lithology of the various bore wells and dug wells These information were collected from the well 
owners Well depth, waler level below ground level, water level fluctuations and yielding capacities 
of the individual well given in table. 
4.5.7. Lineament Map: 
Structurally the rocks are folded, faulted and sheared to varying degree in the study 
area Major lineaments were marked on the image based on tonal variation and drainage pattern 
The following facts are involved in the interpretation of all these three types of faultes from the 
satellite image. 
a) The crushed or breccialed zone lying between two moving rock blocks is often marked by 
straight stream course offset distance and again follows the straight course Bending and 
dragging beds are common 
b) As the same case above, when two ridges are offset to a small distance by a fault plane 
c) Fault scarps are most conspicuous and common indications of young and reactivated faults 
d) Fault blocks result in mult~ple scarping and they give nse to step like topography. 
e) Abrupt truncattons or terminations of landforms, lithology, geological structures. drainage 
pattems etc, along a straight line are common indications at faulttng 
f) The phystographtc criteria include offset rtdges, scarps, scarplets, modified drainage pattems 
and altgnment of sprtngs, vegetatton, etc.(Pandey, 1987) 
Lineament map was prepared from geo-morphology and geology maps Thts map was 
prepared based on types of rocks and structures. Lineament map can be d~v~ded in three types 
based on lineament density Those are poor, moderate and high denstly ltneaments 
This map was prepared by NRSA 
All the themat~c maps were scanned by HP SCAN 2-2 scanner, th~s scanned data are 
d~gitized in AUTO CAD 2000 using polyllne, erase etc commands Th~s d~gttal data are exported 
to ARCllNFO 
4.5.8. Groundwater Prospect Map: 
All the thematic maps were integrated by overlay techntque using a log~cal 
classificatton of groundwater prospect, The methodology is - 
Preparation of 'Coverage':. 
The first step in any GIS operation is registered with reference to a base map and 
after edittng Input tnto ARCIINFO GIS database as separate layers or 'Coverage'. For each 
thematic map, topology was created by using 'CLEAN' and 'BUILD' In ARCIINFO. Lineaments 
were buffered for 20m to make them polygons. 
Overlay and classification of prospect classes:. 
All the 'coverage' themes are ovedald, one at a time, using UNION in 
ARCllNFO to generate a composite map The attribute table of each composite coverage is 
associated with a particular sel of lithology, landform, slope, etc, The evaluat~on of groundwater 
prospect of each polygon In the output is based on the added values of scores of vanous themes 
Thls output map was reclassified Into five categories of groundwater prospect from 1 to 5.  All the 
polygons having the same prospect class were merged using 'Dissolve' operation, 
Groundwater prospect maps 1998 and 2002 are prepared using above procedure 
4.5.9. Groundwater recharge structure map: 
Thts map is prepared by overlay~ng of slope map and drainage map Based on slope 
percentage locate the groundwater recharge structures 
Schematic diagram of the approach 
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Topographical conditions and slope play a vital role in availab~lity of 
groundwater(Subba Rao,1992. Venkateswara Rao, 1998). In the present study assessment of 
groundwater potential zones is carried out considering the necessary steps 
Us~ng PAN and LlSS - Ill merged data and field dala are using following data are generated 
5.1. Base Map: 
In base map different features are observed those are senlements, water bodies, road 
and rail network, telephone, power Itne, open scrubs, scrub forest, wells and trees. Those features 
are shown in Fig : 5 
5.2. Drainage Map: 
Drainage network contain up to 3' order The bifurcation ratio value are below 4, it can 
be ind~cated that the soil erosion is less in these area and the geological formation are not 
disturbed. 
The drainage pattern is dendr~tic and texture is coarse. Drainage map are shown In 
Ftg : 6 
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5.3. Slope Map: 
Seven classes of slope are identified in the study area. They are. 
S.No. ClassiAcation of slope Min.B Max, limits of slope % Min. B Max, limit of contour spacing 
1 Nearly level 0 -1  .4cm 
2 Very gentle sloplng 1-3 1.33-4cm 
3 GenUe sloplng 3-5 08- 133cm 
4 Moderately sloping 5-ID 04-O8cm 
5 Moderate lo steep slope 10 - 15 0 2 6 - 0 4 m  
6 Sleep slope 15-35 0.11-026cm 
7 Very steep slope >35 <O 11 an 
Table .3 
a. Nearly level sloping: 
Groundwater table is observed in class one because it is nearly level. Maximum and min~mum 
slope is 0 - 1 %.In th~s level contour spacing is >4cm, nearly level occupy 6.558 km2in the study 
area. In nearly level slope percentage in the study area are 18.80 wh~ch ind~cate that runoff is 
very low, groundwater recharge is very high. 
b. Very gentle sloping. 
In th~s class some drainage problems may be encountered. In this class groundwater 
recharge could be slightly low. This area occupy 17.974 km2 in the study area Groundwater 
potential is low compared to nearly level sloping. In this class contour spacing is 1.33 to 4 cm In 
the study area 51.30% of area is occupied by very gentle sloping. 
c. Gentle sloping : 
In this class surface drainage is good. Soil erosion takes place in this gentle sloping. This 
area occupy 4.776 km2in the study area. M~nimum and maxlmum limit of contour spacing is 0.8 
to 1.33cm, it indicate in this area runoff is very high and groundwater recharge is low compared to 
very gentle sloping. In the study area 13.60 % of gentle slope land occurred. 
D. Moderately sloping: 
In this class drainage problems occur. Groundwater potential is low. This class occupy 2.914 km2 
in the study area. Percentage wise moderate slope land in the study area is 8.30%. 
e. Moderate to steep sloping: 
In this class maximum and minimum limit contour spacing a 0.26 to 0.4 cm. In this area runoff IS 
high and groundwater recharge is low. In thls class occupy in hilly areas. This class occupy 1 442 
km' (4.10%) in the study area. 
f. Steep slope: 
In this class soil erosion is high and runoff also increases. This class occupy 0 988 km2 
(2.85%) in the study area. 
g. Very steep 
In this class runoff is very h~gh groundwater recharge is very poor. Groundwater potential is 
very poor. Th~s class occupy 0.358 km2 (1.10%) In the study area. 
Study area statistics - 
Total - 
Table : 4 
Slope map is shown in Fig : 7 
Fig. 7 
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5.4. Land use / Land cover Map: 
PAN and LISS-Ill merged image are used to prepare Land use I Land cover map 
In the study area 5 types of land use is observed 
Level -I Level -11 
a Built-up land Bullt-up land (Village) 
b Agricultural land i) Kharlf, un-~mgated( KU) 
ii) Double Crop (DC)(Kharif + Rabi) 
iii) Fallow (F) 
c. Forest land Scrub forest (SF) 
d Waste lands 
e. Water bod~es 
I) Land wlth scrub (LS) 
ii) Land wlthout scrubs( LWS ) 
ii~) Barren rockistony waste1Sheet Rock 
area (BSA) 
Base map IS prepared from SO1 toposheets. The base map is placed on satellite 
Imager/ to delineate built - up land, agricultural, forest land, waste lands. water bodles are 
recognized. 
Image elements to interpret Land use/ Land cover of the study area 
LUI LC ratwory Tone & m e  Texture Pattern Locafion Alroci.lio. & 
Built-up land Dark blulrh Small to Irregular Coarse and Clustered to Plams. Plateaus. Sunounded hy Octoher 
Green big dacontl- mottled scattered and on h ~ l l  slopes. cultural lands, to 
nuous Non-contmuous mad. rall rtc. wastelands etc March 
Crop land Brtpht red var)mg Regular Medlum Cont~guous .. ln~gatcd and June lo 
~n rm to incgular to smooth non- un-imgated September 
contiguous etc. Oct to 
March 
Fallow land Yellou to Small to .. .. Plaln~. valleys Harve5tcd January 
Greenish largc uplanil\ clc agrlcuitural to 
Blue land etc. Deccmher 
Scrub land 1,tghtred Vuylng ine~ular Come contiguous Mountam slopes, Htll rlupcs January 
to dark ~n dlrconn- to non- ~iolated hill sLeietol etc to 
hrown E ~ Z C  n~loui molllcd cont~guous Rxrt ilopes rlc Drcrmbrr 
l.anda~thor Light !clloa 
Wtthout scrub to brown to 
Greenish blue 
Bmen rack)! Greenish blue 
Ston) t$dits/ to ycllou to 
Shcet rock area hrount<h 
Coa~guouh Tenain irlth Gcntlc relief Ocrnhcr 
d~sperred in var)~ng Illhalogy w th  moderate to 
patchci and landform\ slope ln platnr ctc March 
v c ~  coarsc to Llnear lo 5rccp isolated mmed arcas Januar) 
cmrse mcd~urn contlguous h>ll i lcir ctc quvnxed rttci to 
and dlipcrrcd houlderi March 
Built-up lands mainly surrounded by cultural lands and wastelands In the study area 0.218 Km2 
area are occupied by res~dences. There are no industries and multi conslruct~ons in the study area. 
It is a rural area. In built-up lands permanent huts and temporary huts are observed. 0.65% of built- 
up lands in lhe study area. 
Large area of Kharif un-irrigaled lands occupied 25.033 Km2(74 20%). It ind~cate the large area are 
manly depend on rainwater. Double croping area are less in the study area, il is 7.25% In the 
Mallebo~npall~ area rainwater and groundwater is the main source for irrigation. 
Rocky area occupy 5.25% in the study area. In this area groundwater potential is poor The 
surrounding of the hills, suitable for groundwater harvesting. 
Area statistics - 
1.294 
Fallow land 10.164 10.45 
Mlning area 
Water body 
Total - 3505 jWE 
- 
Scrub forest 
Barren rockylstonylsheet rock 
Table :6 
Land use 1 Land cover map shown in Fig :8 
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The study area IS characterized by a number of eros~onal and depositional features. 
The landforms representlng the erosional process are ma~nly denudational hills- inselburgs, 
pediments etc. Some of the hills have undergone erosional process but the~r structural trends are 
dist~nctly exh~b~ted. These are identified as residual hills. Depos~t~onal process as have developed 
land forms namely pediment, valley fills etc. The weathered ped~ment some times buried under soil 
cover represent the features formed by the involvement of both erosional and depositional 
Drocess. 
Gwmorphic units have been presented under three different heads. 
h~lly terra~n 
Inter mounta~n valley, and 
plain areas. 
Hydrogeomorphological units in the hilly terrain: 
a Inselburgs 
Isolated hlllocks of granite ~nselbergs have been ~dent~fied which are mainly formed with 
the granlte near Buredd~pall~ village. Th~s unit is acting as a surface runoff facil~tating due to ~ t s  
slope. Groundwater potential is very poor. 0.635 Km2 (1.85%) area is covered by inselburgs in 
Malleboinpalli area 
b Residual hills: 
These residual hill (RH) unit consists of Granites, These form prominent strike ridges 
and valleys Res~dual hills have been identified near Mangal~kunta Thanda, Malleboinpalli village 
and Bureddipalli village. Ridge part mainly forming anticlinal hills and synclinal part is forming 
narrow valleys. Groundwater potential in this unit is poor, but narrow valleys often contain spnngs 
and seepages, suitable for dugwells and wells. 1.560 Km2 (4.45%) area of residual hills in the 
Malleboinpalli area. 
c. Pediment. 
Lithologically these unlts are composed of granites, often covered by thin layer of soil, 
occurnng mostly at the base of the hills. Pediments are mainly occup~ed near Mangalikunta 
Thanda and Malleboinpalli village. Groundwater prospects In these zones can be considered as 
normal to poor, but presence of lineaments or fractures provide some scnpe for movement of 
groundwater and hence su~table for groundwater prospect~ng.Ped~ment 9.85% (3.447 Km2)ln the 
study area. 
HydrogeomorphologicaI units in Inter-mountain valley: 
The valley fills, ident~fied in the study area and developed In lhtho unit This unlt 
occupies the lowest reaches in topography and composed mainly of boulders, pebbles, sand, silt 
and other detrital material. This has very good porosity and permeability but some presence of clay 
may make it impermeable However, these units are considered to be potent~ally good for 
groundwater. 
a Valley fill: 
Valley fill have been observed over granlte and granlte gneiss. Thls units is mainly 
composed of boulders, pebble's, sand, silt etc Groundwater condit~ons in this unlt are excellent 
and groundwater is exploited through dug wells and bore wells.Valley fills are 0 45% (0.163 Km?) in 
the study area. 
HydrogeornorphologicaI units in the plain areas: 
Pediments with more or less over burden of accumulated materials on the shallow to 
deeply weathered rocks have been identified in various lithologies. The extent of weathering and 
examined dunng field work Extent of weathenng and burial nature is based on field observations In 
different rocks are described below- 
a Pediplain with moderate weather~ng' 
Schlstose rocks and biottte granite characterize the area. These formation of 
moderately weathered pediment which has a gently undulating topography w~th less than 15m 
th~ckness. Th~s unit is characterized by purely unconsol~dated alluv~al matertal made up of rock 
debns and sot1 depostted over pediment. Thls unlt occupy 21.65% (7 588 Km2) in the study area. 
These units are su~table for dug wells and shallow bore1 tube wells because of thelr good potenttal 
with sustained yield. Depth of water level dunng 2002 per~od ranges from 14.5 to 15 7 mbgl and 
durtng 1998 penod ranges from 15 to 16.7 mbgl Average depth to water level of dornesttc well 
vanes from 15 6 to 16 4 nlbgl 
b. Pediplain with shallow weathering. 
Shallow weathered pediment is developed in medlum to coarse grained biotlte 
granlte Wh~ch occur near Mangallkunta Tanda, Buredd~palll and Mallebo~npalli village. It conslsts 
of unconsolidated alluv~al rnater~al made up of rock debris and soil thtckness of 0 to 5m with 
constant recharge from streams offerlng moderate y~elds along fracturell~neament zones This un~t 
occupy 61 75% in the study area For groundwater explorat~on few bore wells were drilled to a 
depth of 31 to46 m and some of these wells reported to yield 10.6 to 14.5 bgl (m) in 2002 and 11 6 
to 15 bgl (m) In 1998. 
Geomorphological map of the study area 
Mae Svmbol Geomomhic unk Lithotosic unit 
I Inselberg Gnnite (sS) 
P Pediment Zone Gran~te (s I) 
PPM Pedlment wth moderate weathering Granite (a I), 
Granite 
PPS Pediment with shallow weathering Granite (s I) 
Granite 
VF Valley 611 sediments Granite and 
Granite gneisses 
Table: 8 
Geological succession of the study area 
Hvdrooeomorohic Q!g Texture re LocationlAssociation 
Unit 
-
PPM Pink to Greenish Smooth Irregular Large Contiguous Plain agricultural 
PPS Bnght Pink Smooth Irregular Large Contiguous Plaln agricullural 
land with gentle 
undulasons 
P Brownish Coarse to lhegular Varying Contiguous Residual hill 
yellow medium adjoining the 
body 
RH Dark gray Very coarse Irregular Large Stnke rldges H i  stand 
consguous above the 
surrounding 
VF Red Fine Linear Varying Conttguous Surrounded by 
hills 
I Gray Medium Hummock Small Contiguous Isolated hill 
surrounded 
Table : 9 
Area statistics 
Geomorphology map shown in Fig : 9 
Area % 
21.65 
61.75 
4.45 
9.85 
0.45 
1.85 
Geomorphic unit 
Pediplain with moderate weathering 
Pediplain with shallow weathering 
Residual Hills 
Ped~piain 
Vally fills 
Inselburgs 
Total - 3505 100.00 
Area kmz 
7.588 
21.645 
1.560 
3.447 
0 163 
0.635 
Fig. 9 
. - - - -- 
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5.6. Well Location map: 
This map showing the wells located in different places and water levels in 1998 and 2002. 
spatial data and attribute data are integrated in ARCllNFO And particular well detalls like type of 
well, well position etc, are shown in table- 15 and 16 
This map is useful for Identification of good groundwater potentla1 in the study area. And also 
ident~ficat~on of groundwater position in the area. 
Well location map IS shown in Fig : 10 
5.7. Lineament map: 
Lineaments in the study area are less. Lineament density is less It Indicate in this area 
runoff potent~ai also less In the st~ldy area lineaments are withln the ped~ment zone may be a 
potential s~le for the groundwater development. 
Lineament map shown in Fig. 11 
Fig. 10 
- - 
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5.8. Groundwater prospect Map, 2002: 
Six types of groundwater potential zones are del~neated Those are Excellent. Gwd, 
Moderate, Normal to Poor. Poor, Very poor. 
a. Excellent:. 
In this zone very gentle slope is observed. Slope percentage IS 1 to 3 %.In this area land 
use pattern is Kharit un-irrigated. Near Mangalikunta Thanda valley fill area has excellent 
groundwater potent~al. Groundwater cond~lions in this area are excellent and groundwater IS 
exploited through dug wells and bore wells 0 159 Km2 area are w~th excellent groundwater 
potentla1 In the Mallebo~npalli area. 
b. Good - 
Good groundwater potentlal zones occupy 8.090 Km2 of area.ln this zone very gentle slope 
and nearly level slope IS observed Slope percentage is 0 to 3%. In this area land use pattern is 
kharif un-irrigated and double crop. Granites and biotite igneous characterize the area. From 
groundwater point of view these units are suitable for dug wells and shallow bore1 tube wells 
because of the~r good potential with sustained yield Near Mangall kunta Thanda, near 
Malleboinpalli, and near Buredd~pall~ v llages contain good groundwater potential zones. In thls 
area are also seen lineaments. This lineaments indicate the good groundwater potential status. 
In lh~s zone 37 bore wells are there, two bore wells are dr~ed This bore well having average 
annual groundwater levels 14 5 bgl(m) to 15.7 bgl(m). In this zone 18 open wells are also there, in 
these wells only two wells are functioning and remaining open wells are dned. Annual average 
groundwater levels in this wells are 11.5 bgl(m) to 10.7 bgl(m). 
In this zone gentle, moderate, nearly level, very gentle slopes are observed. Slope 
percentage is below 10%. In this zone land use pattem is ma~nly kharif un- imgated. Dolomiles and 
lhme stones characterize the area. It consists of unconsolidated alluvial material made up of rock 
debris and soil thickness of 0-5m with constant recharge from streams dtffering moderate yields 
along fracturellineament zones. 21.016 Km2 of moderate potential zones In the study area. 
In this zone 44 bore wells are there. In this bore wells average annual groundwater levels 
10.6 bgl (m) to 14.5 bgljm). In this zone 27 open wells are there, which were dried at the time of 
study. 
d Normal to poor:. 
In thts zone gentle, moderate, steep slope are observed. Slope percentage In th~s area are 
3 to 15% Land use pattern in this area are scrub forest, land with scrub, kharif un-irrigated. In the 
study area 3.717 Km2 of area contain normal to poor groundwater potential zones. Lineaments 
present in the area ~nd~cate some scope for movement of groundwater and hence suitable for 
groundwater prospecting. Normal to good groundwater potent~al status occupy large area in 
Mangalikunta Tanda, Bureddipalli, Mallaboinpalli. 
In this zone 8 bore wells are observed, in this bore wells average annual average 
groundwater levels are 8.5 bgljm) to 10.5 bgljm) and 4 open wells are there. which were dried. 
e. Poor:. 
In this area steep slope are observed. Slope percentage are 15 to 35%.Land use pattem in 
this area are barren rocks. Residual h~l l  area contain poor, but narrow valleys often contain springs 
and seepage's su~table for dug wells and bore wells. Poor groundwater prospect identified near 
Mangalikunta Thanda and near Bureddipalli village. In the Mallebo~npall~ area 1.459 Km2 of area 
conta~n poor groundwater potential zones. 
In this zone 2 bore wells are observed, groundwater levels in this bore wells are ~ 8 . 5  bgl 
(m). Open wells are not observed in this zone. 
f Very poor:. 
In this area steep slope are observed. Slope percentage are >35%. This area has isolated 
hills. Th~s unit is acting as a surface facilitating runoff due to slope That is the reason for very 
poor groundwater potential.0.598 Km2 of area contain poor or nil groundwater potential. 
In this zone bore wells and open wells are not observed. 
Table : 10 
groundwater levels of wells in the Malleboinpalli area in the year 2002; 
Total: 35.05 100.00 91 49 
Groundwater prospect zone map is shown in Fig . 12 
Groundwater validation map is shown in Fig :13. 
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5.9. Groundwater prospect Map, 1998: 
Six types of groundwater potential zones are delineated. Those are Excellent, Good, 
Moderate, Normal to Poor, Poor, Very poor. 
a. Excellent: 
In this zone very gentle slope IS observed. Slope percentage IS 1 to 3 %.In th~s area land 
use pattern is Kharif un-irrigated Near Mangalikunta Thanda valley fill area has excellent 
groundwaler potentlal. Groundwater cond~tions in this area are excellent and groundwaler is 
exploited through dug wells and bore wells. Wells are no1 observed in this area Excellent 
groundwater potential in the Malleboinpalli area occupied 0.245 Km' 
b Good 
In this zone very gentle slope and nearly level slope IS observed. Slope percentage is 0 to 
3%. Granites and biotite Igneous characterize h e  area. From groundwater polnt of view these 
unlts are suitable for dug wells and shallow bore1 tube wells because of their good potential with 
sustained yield. Near Mangali kunta Thanda, near Malleboinpalli, and near Bureddipalli villages 
contain good groundwater potential zones. In this area are also seen lineaments. This l~neaments 
lnd~cate the good groundwater potential status. 
Good groundwater potentlal zone In the study area occupy 8.592 Km2 In this zone 37 bore 
wells are there, two bore wells are dried This bore well having average annual groundwaler levels 
15 bgljm) to 16.7 bgljm). In this zone 18 open wells are there, in these wells only two wells are 
functioning and remaining open wells are dried. Annual average groundwater levels in this wells 
are1 1.6 bgljm) to 12 5 bgl(m). 
In fils zone gentle, moderate, nearly level, very gentle slopes are observed. Slope 
percentage is below 10%. Moderate groundwater potential zone in the study area occupy 20 551 
Km2 
In this zone 44 bore wells are there, In this bore wells average annual groundwater levels 
11.6 bgl (m) to 15 bgl(m). In this zone 27 open wells are there, which were are dried 
d. Normal to poor:. 
In this zone gentle, moderate, steep slope are observed. Slope percentage In thls area are 
3 to 15% Land use pattern in this area are scrub forest, land with scrub, kharif un-trrigated Normal 
to poor groundwater potential zone In the study area occupy 3.754 Km' 
In this zone 8 bore wells are observed, in thls bore wells average annual average 
groundwater levels are 9 5 bgl(m) to 11 6 bgl(rn) and 4 open wells are there, whlch were dried. 
e. Poor.. 
In this area steep slope are observed. Slope percentage are 15 to 35% Land use pattern In 
this area are barren Rocks. Res~dual h~ll area contaln poor, but narrow valleys often contain 
springs and seepage's suitable for dug wells and bore wells Poor groundwater potential zone In the 
study area occupy 1 316 Km' Poor groundwater prospect ~dentified near Mangalikunta tanda and 
near Bureddipalli village. 
In this zone 2 bore wells are observed, groundwater levels in th~s bore wells are c9 5 bgl 
(m). Open wells are not observed In this zone. 
f. Verypoor:. 
In this area steep slope are observed. Slope percentage are >35%. This area has ~solated 
hills. This unit is acting as a surface facilitating ~ l no f f  due to slope. A That is the reason for very 
poor groundwater potent~al. In this zone bore wells and open wells are not observed. 
Table : 11 
Groundwater levels of wells in the Malleboinpalli area during the year 1998; 
Total: 3505 100.00 91 
Groundwater prospect map IS shown In Flg : 14. 
Groundwater validation map is shown In Fig :15. 
Table : 12 
Groundwater potential fluctuations in the study area during the year 1998 and 2002 : 
/ Groundwater status 1 1998 1 2002 1 
I I 
Moderate 1 20.551 / 21.016 
I I 
I I 
Poor 1 1.316 / 1.459 
Area kmz 
I I I I 
Total - xXl.5 
Area kmz 
Excellent / 0.245 1 0.159 
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5.10. Geology Map: 
Granites cover total study area. Those are occumng as linear ndges, hills, inselbergs 
and sheet-like exposures. 
Granites (s.1) display dlstinct intrusive relationship with the metamorphcs. The granites 
comprise several textural and compositional vanants such as granodlorite, horn blended granite, 
medlum to coarse granied grey gran~te (mafic poor) However the medium to coarse grained biot~te 
granite and very coarse grained porphyritic granite are widely distributed. The contact relationship 
between the varlous types of granites is transitional These gran~tes are etther folialed or non- 
foliated and compositionally belong to tonallte- granodiorite- adamelltte suite 
Granites S.L occupy in the study area are 33 208 Km1(94 75%) 
Granites occupy in the study area are 1.833 Km2(5 25%). 
Geology map is shown in Fig 16 
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Table : 13 
Water levels variation in bore wells during the years 1998 and 2002 : 

Note '0' indicate well dried. 
Table: 14 
Water levels variation in open wells during the years 1998 and 2002: 
5.11. Groundwater recharges structure Map: 
Well Id 
This map show the water recharge structures Malnly in hilly area runoff percentage IS very h~gh. In 
this area water flow regulation is necessary. Check dams are suitable In this area. Ovefflow water 
is flows near to tanks. And percolation tanks are useful for groundwater recharge 
Recharge structure map is shown in Fig. 17 
WL bgi (m) - 2002 WL bgl (m) - 1998 
5 11 4 12.5 
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In the present study area groundwater potential zones(2W2) decllned compared to 
1998. Excellent, good, normal to poor, groundwater potential zones are decreased, and moderate, 
poor, vely poor zones are increased which indicate future groundwater depletion 
There are several reasons for decrease in to the groundwater levels. They are -annual 
average rainfall decrease along with over exploitation of groundwater by increased dlgging of wells. 
Present condltlon leads to groundwater scarcity. In the area bore wells are functioning In good 
cond~tion in rainy season, but in summer some bore wells are not functioning and In some bore 
wells pumping hours are decreasing In Mallebolnpalli area electric motors are used for pumping. 
Electric motors having 5 H.P datum. Before last 5 years they use same motors but pumping time 1s 
lncreaslng In present days. Water quallty not much changed, it is good for ~rngation and domestlc 
purposes. In 1998 water used for irrlgated area are more compared wlth 2002 irrlgated area. 
Reason for decreasing of frrigated area are groundwater levels are decreased and rainfall also 
decreased. 
In the study area open wells are completely dried, only two wells are functioning in good 
condition In the study area groundwater potential is moderate This potential is not enough for 
domestic and agricultural purpose This area people are mainly depend on groundwater 
Groundwater recharge 1s necessary for future 
Artificial recharge is necessary for increasing of groundwater levels Some 
recornmendatlon are given to improve the groundwater levels in the Malleboinpalli area. Those are 
Percolation Tank and Check Dam. These structures are locate the high runoff area like 
surrounding of the hilly area. Thls structures locate In that place, these structures control the runoff 
and store b e  rainwater, ovefflow water d passed to near water bodies 
There are some important steps necessary for groundwater recharge- 
* Collection of water in crop lands to increase infiltration. 
Collection and harvesting of excess rainfall. 
Efficient storage of harvested water. 
Water application (lifhng and conveyance). 
Optimal utilization of applied water for maxlmum benefit 
Water Management at Field scale: 
There are several practices which could be applied at field level for proper management of 
water. Those are- Bund~ng, Land configuration, agronomic measures like tillaqe,weeding sowing 
etc, are carried out along the contours in the field. 
Water Management at watershed scale : 
Water management at watershed scale generally requires involvement of communities for 
creating an additional resource of water, managing it, and harnessing the benefits of this resource 
for various purposes. The activit~es in this category range from management of waterways between 
fields to storlng of excess water above or below ground Some of those are- 
Waterways, farm ponds, Check-dams and gully pluggtng, Percolation tanks. 
Suitable site for digging of wells: 
Pediment zone is suitable for groundwater prospecting. In Valley fill area excellent 
groundwater potentla1 IS ~dentdied, it is sultable for digging of bore wells and wells. Poor 
groundwater potential in Residual hills, but narrow valleys oflen springs, suitable for dugwells 
Pediplain with moderate weathering area IS sultabie for dlgging of well 
CHAPTER - 6 
CONCLUSION 
The present study was carried out in Malleboinpalll area in Mahabwb Nagar 
District. In this area groundwater is maln source for irrigation and domest~c purpose In this area 
groundwater potential status is moderate It is not enough for future needs. Groundwater levels are 
drastically decreasing for the last five years In the area bore wells are functioning in good condition 
in rainy season, but in summer some bore wells are not functioning and in some bore wells pumping 
hours are decreasing. In Malleboinpalli area electr~c motors are using for pumping. Electrlc motors 
having 5 H.P datum. Before last 5 years they use same motors but pumping time IS increasing in 
present days Water quality not much changed, 11 IS good for irrlgatlon and domestic purposes Thls 
situation is golng to create difficulties in future. In view of this groundwater recharge is necessary for 
development of groundwater potential. They are several water conservation structures are there for 
groundwater recharge. Two types of groundwater recharges structures are recommended in this 
area. Those are percolation tanks and check dams, as suitable for this area 
The analysis of Remote Sensing data over Malleboinpalli area in Mahaboob Nagar 
District supported by limited field check and ancillary ~nforrnatlon enabled dellneation of 
hydrogeomorphological units and assessment of thelr groundwater potential In study area 0 b s e ~ e  
that the valley fill, pediplain with moderate weathenng, pedlplain wlth shallow weather~ng are 
classified as excellent, good, moderate groundwater prospect landforms that constitute the 
Investigated area, The Residual hill and inselburgs considered as poor, very poor groundwater 
prospective zone, because of its massive rock nature. However, adequate recharge source of 
groundwater can be expected surrounding the RH, as its acts as surface run-off zone. Lineaments 
parallel to the drainage network areas can give better yields than the other areas The lineaments 
can also be utilized to augment the groundwater resources. The area has gentle sloping, whlch is 
responsible for infiltration and groundwater recharge 
Pediment zone is suitable for groundwater prospecting. In Valley fill area excellent 
groundwater potential is identified, it is suitable for digging of bore wells and wells Poor 
groundwater potential in Residual hills, but narrow valleys often spnngs, suitable for dugwells. 
Pediplain with moderate weathering area is suitable for digging of well. 
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APPENDIX 
Foemat for drinking water and sanitation status survey: 
Format No.1 
Revenue i ' l l l a g e :  
Block : 
P l n t  N o .  : 
Grarr r i inchays t :  
Da te  oi !;urvey: 
1. vcirni. aT t t l i  i a : s l ly  head:  
2, Respondent ......-.-------- 
A .  Filnlly )lead U .  licluse ~ l i e  i. Other t a m l l )  neabers L,. O t h e r  
3.  No. < f  p c ' r , ~ o . t c  178 tlse Cdm.ly : 
Male-- - - -  . i< ,n t .~ le  --------, Chi-axen below i. year?  ----- ,?oLil ----- 
3 .  S o u r r c  ai w i t e r :  I l r lnk lng :  Bath!-iq: I r r l q z t l o n :  
Owr, P.. 7 1 1 g w i l l  B. i ls lcpuap i. PonnlTa!.k P .  Tar, 
Putl::. E. Dughell F .  :iana&unlp ::. PormlTdnk H .  Tdp 
Ne lyhaor ' s  I. I luguell  3 .  :3azopu-ry K. PondlTank L .  O thers  
5 ,  i ;?nl:at>on t a i i ' . ~ t y  d l s t a r l r e  i r o n  dr~->l . l r ,q  w a t e r  i n > r l . e .  
I .  I f  1.0, b p r c l r y  redbbl lS  ' ----------- 
A. ~ n o r  q ~ l ~ i l l t ~  R .  ~ n s ~ t f l r ~ c n :  q ~ a n t l r y  d .  ~ ~ ~ t a n - r  s o ~ c i .  r j  0 t h ~ ~ -  
8 .  l'yp? of i , i n l . . i t ~ a n  f a ; : l l t y :  
. 7 1  I I '  B .  Septic Tar,k C .  EST Ir. 0t:lers 
3 .  C l s n a t a l  of Wastf : 
A .  Cra lnage  Sys t em R .  Open c ,na l /  s i r r o m  7 .  h:>;se Prralses 
3.  Wdi:e m a t e r l a l  p l t  L .  Ottlers.  
10. Olspobdi 9 1 t e  31stance d r ~ n k ~ n g  i i . i t c r :  
Date of S u r v e y :  Block: 
Survey  No. 
Water 
i i X t  rnt.1 l u r l  
struct~re 
rlunber 
Ownc.rst lp 
t ypc, 
Z " l l S t l  1 1 c - 1  
on year  
I'erenn .a1 - 
x- 
Dlmccsl3n 
I I I 
CTWR 
bGI. Im! 
Type r,! 
water  
faradt lo:! 
t o r t l o n  or 
w e l l  l l n e d  
1.n;ng (m: 
lo" 
Water 
i j u d l i t y  
use 
NO. of 
people 
u s i r y  tho 
drawn 
Sheet No 
(;? : 
Draw oown 
on pumplng 
imi 
Recuperat- 
ion time 
:mnt) 
Pumplng 
frequency 
Effect ot 
{>urnl,.rn,> ? r  
i e 3 r e s t  
5d"lC 
i l a ln t ena r l -  
cc status 
1,e"eI ,>: 
pxpl?l+at- 
I C I .  
1 .   he s ~ r v e y  N~mbilr and t h e  sub-divlslon numbor o f  1t.c & l o t  i-, glverl  In L'le 
MdXl 
2 .    he s e r ~ d ~  n lrnSer a ~ v e n  r a  t ach  water extractlo-1 s:rn.tLrr r s  a plot a i  r n i w  
Ir t h e  " lp.  
4. :f tkli. yil,,r <,i I r , ns t ruc t lo r  li no t  e x a c t l y  known w r l t n  A ' c r  well less  t h x  
i.vc yca rs  and y tn -  w c ~ l l -  n r e a t r r  thdrl f l v c  y r a r i .  
, .  n v E > t l l  , , I  t t ,c  bo--nrn o r  t P ?  * e l l  front I tw .4rcnlr><!  I <  ~ 1 .  
i(. Uep-h ;o t t , e  b r . t t ~ , m  i i :  t r l c  w i l l  fror :hi qrouna 1n:el. 
1 6 .  A. BJ-krt & Rape 8 .  Bullosk C. Zlect r l r  FUFp U. Diesel rum: 
5. Wlnd P ~ m p  t .  S n l a r  pump I,. ~ t b e r s  
: ? .  Wriri. tt!c t . l t d l  u u r d t l a r ,  of p ~ m p l n q  ln n;r.LLes jl:r ddy .  
1 6 .  1)lffcrer.ce r f t e r  ana b c f o r r  punplny. 
19 .Wr l t e  t h e  dlttarence be1wci.n wdtrr lrvtl d f t c r  purnplnq t o  
a r t a l r  t h e  o r l q i n a l  wa te r  level bclare pumylng . 
20. I n f e r  t h e  nunber of  pornplng operations c a r r l e d  o u t  per  day 
2 1 .  A .  Plpe l l n e  B.  Cemented c a n a l  C .  Earthen c a n a l  
2 2 .  Infer the totdl a r e a  ~ r r l g a t e d  i ls inq thc slr.qle s o c r c e .  
23 .  D i s t ance  o f  source ( w e l l  / pond / s t r c a n )  e t c .  f r o m  t h e  
l a t r l n e ,  ga rbage  dump, was te  w a t e r ,  drarnage, b lo -gus ,  
l n s t a l l a t l o n  r t c .  
2 4 .  A .  No eltrct 3. Decreas ing  w a t e r  l e v e l  C .  I r ~ c z c ~ ~ . ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
wa te r  l e v c l  
2 5 .  A. Sllted 8. Cdved C. None D. We-1 M a l n  l and  
2 6 .  A. 0i.er e x p l o i t e d  B. O p t i m a l l y  e x p l o i t e d  L. Unc1::r 
e x [ ' l o l t c d .  
Investment in water wells and usc of ground watet 
Format No. 3 : 
Perceptions about climatic changes: 
Format No. 4 : 
A Is there any changes In rainfall pattern compared to 1996-97 YIN ? 
I o f i f t c r  irom.water S O Y C ~  1 change 
7 'Icrnperaturc (u~n te r )  I Increase idecreasc 'No 
Maln reasons Characterirt~cs 
- 
I Quanmm of rain fall 
2. 1)lstnbutlon of rvjnfnll 
3 Nurnbcr of ram) days 
4 Out llcr cvrnta 
5 Arrival event, 
H. Is tllere any change ~n lrrlgated area operated hy you cornparcd to 5 years Y '  N '! 
Ii'Yc5, dnrwrr the follow~np quesllonr 
Descrtption 
Incrcaw :decrease N o  
change 
Highly eirat~cINo change 
1 bcner 
Increase idecrearc /No  
change 
lncrcase !decrease 1 No 
changc 
Early !late /no change 
1 1996-97 I 2001-02 I status 1 
Crops Irrfgated area ~n acrcs 
C. Do you or your family member try to dig wells or bore wells 9 Y/ N 
If yes, answer the follow~ng questions 
well I 1 1 I 1 
2. Bore wells 1 I 
I I 
3. In well bores 1 
Successful 
ancrnpls 
Presently in 
use 
Depth(F1) of 
each attempl 
Total amount5 (RE) spent 
~ncludlng hiled anempts 
Type 
I. Open dug 
Number 
of 
attempts 
Water related Details 
Format No. 5: 
SCB,,"PI 
Ilug.cus-hore- 
perenn~ill 
( h p w c l l - s c s o 3  
Slcpwull-pcwnnlal 
\lepaill-pumpms 
-. 
Pwd,-\ram,,al 
Yondr R r c n n ~ d l  
I'unlb. Yunlpng 
Rc<ena~r-  
- -- 
--- 
- 
I 
Format No. 6 
Type of environmental prohlcms and the plot numbers. 
Name o f  the Revenue villaze : 
